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would break like the plate he had just seen fall if he fell
or jumped over the cliff. The fact to observe is that
they tried to make him realize consequences without
acquiring a feeling of fear. In the same way we must all
realize the probable results of unobservant and unintelligent
crossing of roads, but fear of the dangers is far more of a
hindrance than a help.
Probably the greatest preventive to fear is physical
activity, and if from the earliest days we train children
to do things carefully and make no undue fuss about mis-
adventures, they will probably acquire caution and escape
fear. That physical activity is a prophylactic against fear
is seen in the attitude of two equally good drivers, one
driving and the other riding in a car. They are both,
ex hypothesi, equally aware of the dangers, equally trained
in careful driving, yet it often happens that the passenger
not only mentally drives the car but also instructs the real
driver and thus possibly adds to the danger of both. The
driver is free from fear and busy with the manipulation of
his controls; the passenger, equally free from fear when
driving, is as an observer a prey to it. If any readers have
wondered why such a passenger should insist on making
himself a dangerous nuisance, he can take the story to
himself and see if he is not in his dealings with children
making a similar mistake. Thus we want children to do
things, to clear tables, cut flowers, make boxes, put china
away, climb trees, be helpful in every possible way and
experiment in all possible departments of life. We want
them, in other words, to be fearless. But most of us
instead of showing a child how to carry knives so that
they won't be horribly dangerous if he falls, prevent his
rang them or say (like the passenger), be careful. So
with everything—his carrying of our best china, his using
paint, his making blots, Ms early work in arithmetic.
abc! before we know the child has acquired either or both
«>f tlie two most haunting and exhausting of fears—fear

